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A concept of relative or reduced mapping cylinders is introduced, and it is shown thlat 
if f is any map between two spaces which have the property that their products with the 
Hilbert cube are compact Hilbert cube manifolds, then for any clo,sed subset A of the do- 
main off the relative mapping cylinder off reduced modulo A dso has this property and 
that the two collapses associated with it generate in a natural way near-homeomorphisms 
of Hilbort cube manifolds. 
Class.: 54B10,54Bl7,54C55,57A20 
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1. Introduction 
In [ ‘71 it was shown that mapping cylinders of arbitrarv n:aps between 
Hilbert cube factors (spaces wkose Cartesian product wit; another space 
is a Hilbert cube) are themselves Hilbert cube factors and moreover that, 
the natural collapses of these mapping cylinders iTenerate L’near-homeo- 
morphisms” when appropriately “stabilized”. That work is here exten- 
ded to “relative” (or “reduced”) mapping cylinders of maps between 
compact spaces whose products with the Hilbert cube are Hilbert clrbe 
manifolds. The general motivation for such theorems is the identifica- 
tion and study of Absolute Neighborhood Retracts with this property, 
and, in fact, the immediate motivation for both [ 7: and this paper was 
the work of the author and R.M. Schori on hyperspaces [3,4, 5,8,9] 
during which it was necessary to develop more resources, for ident!fying, 
Hilbert cube fa&rs and maps which “stabilize” to “near-homeomor- 
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phisms”. The main resl.Jt of [7] was used in rlO] to establish asum 
ilbert cube factors, and Chapman has observed th;;t the 
analogous um theorem for spaces tabilizing to compact Wlbert cube 
manifolds fallows imm I:diately from that and the present work (see [ lo]). 
It is necessav to ma:<e precise the notion of stabilization used here. 
To begin with” -LEE unil ihterval [0, 1 ] is denoted by I. The Hilbert cube 
Q is the count&y i.;nfMte product II& i I d’l with itself (Ii = I, i = 1, 2, . ..). 
To stddize a space X i 1s to take its product X X Q #with the Hilbert cube, 
X X Q being the stabihtion ofX; to stabilize a map f : X + Y is to take 
its product 
j’x l* :XXQ+YXQ 
with the identity mapl’ling of Q, j’ X 1, being the stabilization of 4: A 
map j’ : X + Y is a nw-homeomorphism if it is a uniform limit of ho- 
meomorphisms ofX oltlto Y (all homeomorphisms are subjections), and 
a map stabilizes to u nrxr-homeomorphism if its stabilization is a near- 
homeomorphism. 
For any map f : X --)r Y between compact metric spaces, the mapping 
cylinder iId(f) off is the quotient space 
(X x Iu Y)J-, 
where w is the ecjzlivalence r lation generated by the condition (x,0) N j(x) 
for each x E X. Equivalence classes (points) in M(j) are denoted by bracko 
ets, [x, t] and [y], but no distinction is made between Y and its natural 
image in M(j), which is the base ofM(j); thus 
[y]=yEYCM(fj. 
The quotient map is denoted by 
and the collapse 
of M(f) to its base is the natural retraction defined by 
dfIN[x’~ tl) =jw, c(j)] Y*= 1,. 
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If A is a closed subset of& the r&tive pnayping cylinder 
deduced mod& A is the quotient space of My) undl9:r the eqeiivalence 
relation = generated 1”~ the condition 
[a, t] s f(a) for e;ach 42 f ~4. 
embers of Mv, A) are also denoted by square brackets, and the qustknt 
map is denoted by 
Nj3) :NCf)+M$&; 
thus 
df, Mb, rl) = ix, tl, 
but there is no possibility of confusion. A.gain, Y = SWV; A)(Y) is identk 
fied with the base of M(f, A). The collapse ccf, A) : .M(f, A) + Y of 
Mv, A) is c(/) n(f, A)-‘. 
Finally, simplicial complexes are taken to be spaoes (polyhedra) with 
explicit triangulations3 finite simplkial complexes btling then the clomp act 
c;i;es, i.e., those with finitely many simplices, and & is a subcomplex of 
K if it is a subset of K and each simplex of its trianguktion is one of 
that of K. b finite simpZicial pair (K, L) is a finite silmplici~al complex 8, 
together with a subcomplex L of K, and (H, K, L) is; a finite simplicial 
triple if H is a finite simplicial complex, dy’ is a subcamplex ~9 H, and ,I 
is a subcomplex of K 
3. Lemmas 
In the terminology of stabilizations [ 7, Theorem 23 becomes the fo’li- 
lowing (Hilbert cube factors s4abiEize toHillbert cubes[ 73, see also [ 6, 
Theorem 6.4). 
Lemma 1 (Collapse Stabilization Theorem). Let X stabilize to a Hllbert 
cube and Y stabilize to a comptrct Hilbert cubtt marzifold. Then the rnc~p- 
ping cylinder of dny m&zp from X to Y srabilizes to IZJ Hil?wt cube mar& 
fold and its collapse stabilizes to a near-r~omeoill~rE3his~~. c1 
The next lemma is essentially arelati7.e version of [ 7, Coroll 
Eesnma 2. If Y stabilizes to a compact Hilbert cuble mun 
any finite simplicia2 pair (K, L) and map f : 
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mupping cylinder M(f, L X Q) stabilizes to a Hilbert cube manifold 
i;omeomotphic to Y Y Q, and its colltrpse cu, L X Q) stabilizes to a 
Eiear-homeomorphism. 
Proof. ThaWOf, L X Q) stabilizes to a Hdbert cube manifold and 
cu, L X Qi &Uizes to a near-homeomorphkn follows easily from an 
inductive use of Lemma I on the simplices of K together with the ob 
servation that if o is a simplex with boundsuy 30, then o X I may be 
viewed as a mapping cylinder M with base u X (0) LJ (&Y X l) and s;ol- 
lapse C. in such a manner that if p : u X I -) u is the projectdon, then 
pc : M + o is arbitrarily clc *e top. 0 
It is convenient to represent reduced mapping cylinders as subsets of 
the urn-educed mapping cylinders. Let f : X + Y be a map between 
compact metric spaces, and let q : X + I be any map. Let 
and observe that the function 
given by b :1x, t] ) = [x, cp(x)t] ic a homeomorphism such that 
co)h = CCC +8(O)). Now if \cl : X + I is another map and J/(x) < q(x) 
for each x E X, let rqe : Z(q) + Z($) be the natural retraction 
(r,JI(k tl)= [x9 miner, 9Wl). 
if p(X) = Cl), rvJI will be denoted by rti. 
Lemma 3. If Y stabilizes to a compact Hilbert cube manifold, then for 
any finite simplicial triple (H, K, L), any rrq f : H X Q + Y, and any 
two maps up, $ : X + I with $(x) G v(x) jbr each x E X = PI X Q such 
that 
(K x Q, L x 9) = WIUl), cp-%W, 
then the retraction rvrL stabilizes to a near-homeomorphism. 
Proof. It may be assumed without loss of generalitlS that q(X) c [ 0, 41. 
Define gp : H X Q + Z(g) and p,,, : H x Q + W) bg,(x) = Ext g(x)1 
and g, (x) = [x, $(x)1 = There are homeornorphisms ,liV : M(f) + iM(g,) 
and h, : M(f) =+ 1w(g, ) for which the following dig&am commutes: 
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Since Z(rp) and Z( $I), being homeomorphic fo MCf, L X Q) ar,,d 
(,fl K Y Q) respectively, stabilize to Hilber cube manifolds by L,emm;; 
2, and since c&Q and c(gs) stabilize to near-homeomorphisms, agakby 
Lemma 2, the maps ‘3, and rJI stabilize to near-homeomorphisms, There- 
fore, by [ 3, Lemma 5.11 (which states th;gt if X, Y and Z are compact 
metric spaces, ar : X + Y and y : Y + 2 are maps, and Q and 0 =. ‘ya! are 
near-homeomorphisms, then 7 is a near-homeomorphism), rPsl tl;tabilizes 
to a near-homeomorphism. 0 
Lemma 4.4f’f’ : K X Q + Y is a map, tvhere K is a fZnite sWzpEr’ciul com- 
plex ancl Y stabilizes to a’compact Hilbert cube manifold, theIt for any 
closed stdbset A of K X Q, M(f, A) stabilizes to a Wbert cube manifold 
homeomorphic to Y X Q and the relative collapse cV; A) stabilizes to 
a pear-homeomorphism. 
Proof. Let 
be the projection, for each n (here Q = IQ& Ii). Also, for each p2 let Tn 
be a triangulation regarded as a simplicial subdivision of the @e&corn- 
plex) of K X In such that if m < IZ then 
Tn n X 4 ) 1 
is a subdivision of L X fin i=m+,l Ii for each subcomplex L of 7’m. ASSUI~~ 
also~ that the mesh of T, goes to zero as ~2 + 0s~ and that if N&4) is the 
clof;ed simplicial neighborhood of pn(A) in &, i.e., the unick of all 
closed simplices of Tn meeting y,(A), then Nfl al (A) lies in Il:he topologi- 
cal interior of Nn(A) X ln+l. (Note that A = nT=, pj$‘$&lj).j . 
Now, for any positive number E and any map 
which factors as (pn = &Y,~ where &., : K >( In -+_ I and 9; ‘(0) = N&4 8, 
of the form pr+l = tin+1 P*+p where 
J, R+l : K x pn+l--) I9 S,,“,<o) = N,+IO, 
3E > I,,; - cp,(~) ~ 0 for eachx E Q. 
Therefore by Lemma 3 (which produces its inverse) there is a homeo- 
morphism 
whkh moves no point as much as E. Just as a suffickntly rapidly con- 
verging (e.g., uniformly Cauchy) sequence of mappings from one com- 
pact metric space X1 to another X2 converges to a mapping, so a sequence 
h, of embeddings of Xl in X, will converge to an embedding if it con 
verges rapidly enough (e.g., if it is uniformly Cauchy and 
max(d#$x), h,(x)) I x E X, m > n) 
G # miWz(h,(x), h,(x’)) I X, X’ E Xi, d&x, x') 2 l/n}, 
where di is a metric for Xi* i = 1,2.) Hence a sequence pn : K X Q + I 
of mappings may be chosen inductively such that: 
(1) V;“(O) = P;‘(N,U)); 
(2) p, converges uniformly to a map ‘lp : K X Q + _k with (B- l(O) = .4 ; 
(3) there is a sequence of homeomorphisms gn : IV(j) X Q -+ Z(cp,) >1: Q 
which converges to a homesmorphism g : M(f) X Q + Z(g) X Q. (This 
may be done by using the fact that rVi stabilizes to a near-homeomor- 
phism by Lemma 3 to obtain g1 and by constructing each g,, +l to be 
h n + l E gn for some e dependent on nJ 1 
In’fact, for any preassigned positive number & the g,‘s may be so 
chosen that 6 k within 6 of r9 X lQ. Thus, Z(p), hence M(n A), stabil- 
izes to a Hilbert cube manifold and ‘(p stabilizes to a near-homeomorph- 
ism. 63, Lemma 5.11 then guarantees that 
stab3lizes to a near-homeomorphism, as it is c(j’)r,-l; so ~$5 A 3, ak 
stabilizes to a near-homeomorphism because there is a homeomorphism 
) + Z(y) such that c 
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. For each compact Hilbert cube manifold X toere is ,a finite 
+ofX such that for each i there k a fMte simplical 
homeomorphism of compact pairs 
hi z (Ki X Q, Li X Q) + (Ui, pi - Vi), 
where pi denotes the closure of Uis 
oof. Let Vl, . . . . Vn be a fAite open cover of X by sets homelomorphic 
to open subsets of Q, and let fi : Vi + Q be an open enlbedding, i = 1 9 . . . . n. 
Let {Wi}y=l be an open ccww of X such that for eacin i, Wi C Vie NOVV 9et 
pm :Q-bl”‘=EIi 
i_;: 1. 
be the projection fcx each EM and observe that, by compactness, there is 
for each i an integer m(i) large enough that . 
Then, for a sufficiently fine ttiangulation of Pti), theire is a closed sim- 
plical neighborhood Ki Of pm(j) f;:r pi) such fthat p.~:i , (Ki) is ~SO in j’i( Vi). 
Let Li be the (topological) boundary of Ki jin W). li’ ‘he pair 
p,ti)Ck;.* Li) z ( Ki X fi I Li X li?~ I) j=m( i)+ 1 I’ j=m( !)+I j 
is naturally homeomorphic to (Ki X Q9 Li X Q), andI the maps 
fi_’ I p;,ti)cK,> 
define the desired Ui’S and hi’s* 
4. The relative cdlqme stabilization themwn 
(Relatwe Collapse Stabilization). If f : X -,+ Y is any map be- 
two spams which stabilize to compact Hidbert cube manifolds, 
then for each ck>sed subset A of X the relative map@ng cylinder 
off reduced mc:~ulo A s&bikes to a Hilbert cube manifold homeomor- 
phic to Y X Q; ‘cnoreover, the relative collapse 
stabilizes 
c(f,A):M(JA)+Y 
to a near-dtomeo~~oryhism, as does the rcaduction 
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mof. There are natural homeomorphisms h of M(f) X 12 and, Myl A) X Q 
toN(f X lg) and,M(f X lQ, A X Q), respectively, such that 
! 
VV; 4 X IQ =h”‘n(j-X lQ,A x Q)h, 
dL A) x lQ =h-%CfX-1,, A X Q)h; 
therefore, it is sufficient o consider the case in which X is itself a compact 
Htibert cube manifold. Assuming this, let {U&& be an ocen cover of X 
such that for each P there is a finite simplical pair (Ki, Li) s_+:3G a homeo- 
morphism of compact pairs 
hi : (Ki i; Q, ei X Q) ~ (pi, pi - Ui) 
(Lemma 5). 
LetAl=hil(AnU@L, XQ,andletfi=fhl:fiCIXQ+Y.By 
Lemma 4, M&, A,) stabilizes to a Hil%ert cube manifold homeomorphic 
to Y X (2, and ccfr, Al) stabilizes to a near-homeomorphism. Now let 
A, = hi’(A n &) v L,x Q, 
and define fi : K, x Q+MCB;,A,)by 
f,(x) = FZCx) 
TV;, A,)(fh&(x), II), 
if h2(x) 4 I77 ; 
if h,(x)E U,. 
(Here, Y is regarded, as usual, as the base of M(f,, Al), so f is regarded 
as a map from X into M(& A,).) Again by Lemma 4, M(&, Ax) stabil- 
izes to a Hilbert cube manifold homeomorphic to Y X Q, and ccfi, AZ) 
stabilizes to a near-homeomorphism. 
Hf n = 2, then by using the Z(q) idea introduced before Lemma 3, it 
is easy to see that there is a homeomorphism h of M&, AZ) onto 
Z(p) C: MCf’3, for some map q : X -* 1 with A J= qrl(0), such that 
c(fi, A,) c(t,. AZ) = c(f)h. As Mcf, A) is homeomorphic to Z(p), hence 
M&, AZ), it stabilizes to a Hilbert eube manifold homeomorphic to 
Y X. Q, and as cV; A) is topologically equivalent to c(j) I Z(q), it is also 
topologically equivalent to ccfi, Ai) cl&, AL) and stabilizes to a near- 
homeonwphism. Thus, the first two assertions of the Theorem are 
true if n = 2. r 
If M > 2, then defining A, to be h,~ ‘(A n &) u Li X Q an,d 
4 : Ki X Q+MC,fi-1, Ai- by 
J$w, 
I;( ) .X = r ~@$p Aj) ([hj- ‘hi(x), 1 I), 
if h,(x) $ UKi Uj; 
t 
if hi(x) E dj and 
’ = max {k < i I hi(X) E Ok}, I 
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allows the same argument as that for the case 71 = 2 to be carried out on 
MVnt A,). 
To complete the proof, that is, to show th.a:rc nCf, A) : M(f) + Mu A) 
stabilizes to a near=homeomorphism, let ~ZJ : X + I be a maLp with 
A = pel((i), and let h : Mu, A) + Z(q) c M(f) be the homeamoxphism 
defined before Lemma 3 (h( [x, t]) = [x, &x)1’] a,) For any map \ti : X + d 
tith A = J/-‘(O), cp-‘( 1) = $-I( 1), and $(x) 3~ p(x) for each x E X, . 
there is a homesmorphism g, of M(f) which 3,s the identity on Y such. 
that g+(Z(rp)) = Z($) and g&Ix, t] I t E p)) = {[x, t] It E I) for each 
x E X. The map hn(fi A) may be uniformly approximated by maps of 
the form g$ ‘JI, and since r9 stabilizes to a near-homeomorphism, be-
ing topologically equivalent to the collapse c&:k, IL-1 (1)) for k : X + 2, 
defined by 
knu, A) stabilizes to a near-homeomorphisn18 a d so does rg A). 0 
Remarks. In fact, in the above proof rz may always be taken to be 2 by 
a result in [ I], moreover Chapman has very recently shown that y1 may 
be taken to be 1 [ 21. The latter result, howelver, utilizes an infinite 
dimensional version of surgery and handle-sIt,raightening which the 
above proof avoids. 
The last paragraph of the above proof is rttecessitated by the tw’o dif= 
ferent vvays in which MV; A) is regarded. Note that it is not possible to 
employ a version of [3, Lemma 5.11 to show that nCf, A) : M(f)+ M(f; A) 
stabilizes to a near-homeomorphism, knowing that c(f, A) : MC A) + Y 
andc(f):MV)-+Ydo. 
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